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1 Introduction

This ACORNS workpackage report considers the memory architecture required for the other workpackages in the project. It reviews memory models that have been developed in the past for various associated research fields. The intention is to provide a wide set of examples of these types of memory models, that are to be considered for inclusion in the ACORNS memory architecture. From this study a preliminary memory model is outlined that will have the capacity to perform pattern storage, discovery and retrieval within an overall architecture based on the memory-prediction model of Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004). In addition to the examination of the prediction-memory model there is the consideration of various memory components for inclusion in the ACORNS memory models such as attention, working memory, episodic memory, sensor/motor grounding systems, reinforcement learning as well as how these might feed into the memory architecture for the project.

2 Memory-Prediction model

The memory architecture developed as part of the ACORNS project in workpackage 3 is based around the memory-prediction model of Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004) as outlined in the book 'On Intelligence. The core focus of this model is a simplified version of the neocortex, with the same hierarchical processing structure is found across the neocortex and so all regions have the capacity to perform the same activities [Moore 2007, Garalevicius 2007]. For Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004) the neocortex works by storing sequences that are used to determine what will happen in the person’s environment [Moore 2007] and make predictions through various associations. The lowest level of the neocortex receives inputs from the senses and represents these using temporal and spatial methods and the neocortex learns series of patterns by storing a representation of them using a hierarchical structure [Garalevicius 2007]. Attention is controlled in the model by the novelty associated with a stimulus with an unusual occurrence in the hierarchy eventually becoming part of the consciousness [Moore 2007]. The areas of the hierarchical structure are linked through feedforward and feedback connections to make predictions by contrasting the information from the feedforward and feedback connections [Moore 2007, Garalevicius 2007]. Each area in the neocortex is made up of a set of subareas and is only connected to another area through areas higher up in the hierarchical arrangement.

Garalevicius et al. (2007) developed a Bayesian model for visual pattern recognition based on the memory-prediction model using the approach of George and Hawkins (2005). The hierarchical structure of the model has various subareas, with the lower layer (level 0) partitioning the image into sections and the upper layer (level 2) producing a prediction of what the visual image is. The subareas in level 0 memorise each of the input patterns and the likelihood of them occurring above a specific threshold as the output to a subregion of level 1. Each pattern is represented by an index value called its 'name'. From these ‘names’ level 1 learns the most likely pattern combinations from the subareas linked to it in level 0 and passed its 'name' back to the active patterns in its connected subareas in level 0. A specific image is explained by a group of patterns that have the highest probability value through Pearl's Bayesian belief revision algorithm. This enables the subareas in lower level to produce a conditional
probability distribution matrix to represent a probability of the pattern occurring in this area given the pattern in the subarea in the level above.

In Garalevicius et al. (2007) model, learned patterns for level 0 are preset and made up of 139 primitives of typical observed stimuli such as lines and corners, with a class tag such as 'top left corner'. The section of the image to the subarea in level 0 is compared to the stored patterns and the stored pattern with the lowest Hamming distance is chosen. The class tag is then used as the 'name' of the stimulus. The upper region of the memory model has a fixed set of possible predictions to select from as the final prediction of the network. The model is trained on 91 categories of black and white drawings, with each category containing 2 drawings. An unrelated person redrew the training data to act as the test images. Garalevicius et al. (2007)'s model was tested using a variable number of saccades, with a saccade being represented by moving each image one pixel diagonally, and found to have good autoassociator capabilities by dealing with missing components of the pictures. To model the capacity to forget patterns the frequency of patterns in the training set are determined and those patterns that occurred rarely are removed. Contextual information related to the most commonly occurring patterns is passed back to create conditional probability matrices. The model developed uses an interference approach which offers the advantage that additional categories could be added and further training could occur after the original training process. The memory-prediction model provides an overall model of the human neocortex that can form the basis of many models and predictive systems, which makes it suitable for use in the memory model to be developed in workpackage 3 as part of the ACORNS project.

3 Memory models of attention mechanisms

It is likely that the memory model developed for ACORNS project will make use of the cognitive memory function of attending to specific stimuli at the expense of others. In our everyday life we are faced with a constant input of stimuli from multimodal sources. It is not possible for the brain to process all of these inputs at the same level and so the brain uses approaches that bias attention to specific events [Kayser et al. 2005]. Hence, attention is the procedure of focusing on one component of our surroundings at the expense of others. An example of attention is the cocktail party effect where we concentrate on listening to one person and hence ignore other noise and conversations in the room [Arons 1992]. However, attention is an extremely complex cognitive function which has caused many disagreements in the neuroscience community when determining an appropriate definition and what it actually incorporates [Pugh et al. 1996]. For Pugh et al. (1996) attention should include the capacity to switch focus from one element to another, must be maintained over a period of time and be limited in the number of elements that can be focused on at any time.

3.1 Biological basis of attention mechanism

Various neuroscience studies have considered aspects of attention such as sustained attention, selective attention and decision and action control [Pugh et al. 1996]. For sustained attention the brains right hemisphere has a more active role than the left hemisphere. Pardo et al. (1991)
showed that there is activation found in the superior parietal area and the prefrontal areas of the right hemisphere when subjects looked for small changes in stimulus [Pugh et al. 1996]. Turning to selective attention the superior parietal lobule is identified to be related to removing focus from one element to the next, the superior colliculus the movement to the new focus and pulvinar for filtering out stimulus that are not of interest [Posner and Presti, 1987, Posner and Petersen, 1990, Pugh et al. 1996]. Attention associated with decision and action control appears to be performed by the anterior brain area [Pugh et al. 1996]. Corbetta et al. (1991) when requiring subjects to study a display for characteristics there was greatest activation in the cingulate when selective attention is required. When considering selective attention in the auditory system Pugh et al. (1996) found that there is an increase in the activation in the parietal lobule. Although the activation is greatest in the inferior partial lobe increased activation was also found to an extent in superior and parietal lobule and precuneous areas. According to Zatorre et al. (1999) selective auditory attention comes from both spatial and frequency cues. Zatorre et al. (1999) used an auditory attention task to test which regions are activated when the participants processed tones of different frequencies in the left, right or both ears. Regions associated with auditory attention were found predominately in the right hemisphere in the right parietal, frontal, and temporal cortex.

According to Nieuwenhuis and Yeung (2005) there are two current theories related to attention. The first is that the brain suppresses those cognitive activities not associated with the task that is being focused on and the second is that the prefrontal cortex has the capacity to inhibit stimuli that is not currently relevant. However, it is still disputed whether inhibition is the main approach by the prefrontal cortex to achieve attention. In response to these theories Egner and Hirsch (2005) considered whether the prefrontal cortex uses amplification or inhibition to aid attention through a variation of the stroop task. In the stroop test subjects are required to state the colour of the printed colour word. Performance is usually poorer when the colour and the words are different, for instance when the word reads red but is blue in colour [Nieuwenhuis and Yeung 2005]. The variation by Egner and Hirsch (2005) replaces print colour with a faces, with the incorrect name of a politician or actor being written on a photograph of an actor or politician face. Half of the subjects are advised to concentrate on one feature (the photograph) and the other half on the other feature (written name). The subjects are then required to state if the attribute they are required to concentrate on is of a politician or actor. In some of the cases the text and photograph match in terms that they are both of either an actor or politician in others they differ. According to Nieuwenhuis and Yeung 2005 the results found in this experiment supporting the view the fusiform face area is involved in memory activity amplification of the relevant information. When concentrating on the photograph there is greater activation in the fusiform face area but when concentrating on the words there is no reduction in activation in the fusiform face area despite the photograph being irrelevant. However, as noted by Nieuwenhuis and Yeung 2005, there is no indication by Egner and Hirsch (2005) how the prefrontal cortex understands what information is relevant and what is not.

3.2 Computational memory models of attention

For Kayser et al. (2005) attention can be seen as biasing toward a specific event, with elements in the environment weighted based on their current importance. Which stimuli are considered for full examination depends on an involuntary and stimulus-based approach and a cognitive element that involves voluntary control. The stimulus-based approach provides a weighted
A further model of attention memory based on saliency maps is that of Choi et al. 2004, who considered the visual system. This model offers a trainable attention approach that allows the inhibition of salient areas that are not seen as of interest. The model is implemented using a bottom up saliency map based on four features: intensity, edge detection, colour and symmetrical information. Top-down an adaptive resonance theory network is trained based on a human expert to recognise/memorise areas of the map that are not of interest and ignore them in future saliency maps. When developing the saliency map, maps are produced for the four features using central surround difference and normalisation. Once these maps are produced they are combined using independent component analysis filters. Although salient areas are identified, such areas might not be of interest to humans. In response to this a selective attention memory approach is devised which like humans ignored areas despite them being described as salient based on primitive features such as colour, edge etc. This is achieved using the adaptive resonance theory by interaction with a human expert who provides information on the salient regions that are not of interest, which are inhibited by the model [Figure 3.2.2].
Figure 3.2.1 Model of the auditory attention mechanism based on saliency maps (After Kayser et al. (2005)).
A computational model of attentional memory was also developed by Iwasaki et al. (1999). It determined features of interest and areas of attention using a hierarchical neural network [Figure 3.2.3]. The network uses a three layer model to establish the attention areas, the associator layer, the centre layer and the symbolic layer. The association layer is used to identify relevant features of the stimulus and the center layer acts as the feature extraction layer. The units in each layer are linked to those in the other layers with the weights being updated using the Hebbian learning rule. The weights between the input and centre layer give a basic depiction of the stimulus and the links between the symbolic and input layers depict the attention regions. This approach uses an interaction between bottom-up and top-down methods to achieve the learning of attention. In the bottom-up approach the stimulus is passed to the associator layer and then passed up to the centre and symbolic layers. In the top-down method units in the associator layer are selected and the associator layer is driven using these units. The bottom-up, top-down process is repeated until the outcomes are the same.

The learning procedure for the hierarchical neural network involves the following: (a) an input pattern is introduced to the associator layer; (b) the most excited units in the centre $c_i$ and the symbolic layer $s_j$ are activated by the bottom-up process. (c) A section of neurons in the input layer are selected for the top down process; (d) A section of the associator network is selected to drive this layer; (e) The most excited units $c_i$, $s_j$ are activated using the bottom-up process; (f) if the most excited neurons for the centre and symbolic layer are the same for the full associator layer as for the smaller area of associator layer ($c_i = c_i$ and $s_j = s_j$) the links between the units are updated using the Hebbian learning rule, (g) or else, another portion of the input is chosen.
and the process repeat until they match; (h) steps (a) to (g) are performed for all inputs; (i) steps (a) to (h) are performed until the stop requirement is fulfilled.

The weights between the units in the layers are updated using Hebbian learning algorithm. The learning approach presented by Iwasaki et al. (1999) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{ACij}^{new} &= w_{ACij}^{old} + \Delta w_{ACij} \\
    w_{ASkj}^{new} &= w_{ASkj}^{old} + \Delta w_{ASkj}
\end{align*}
\]

\[w_{ACij}\] represents the connect weight between the associator layer and the centre layer. \[w_{ASkj}\] represents the connection weight between the associator layer and the symbolic layer. \[\Delta w_{ACij}\] and \[\Delta w_{ASkj}\] are the update values for the selected neurons in stage (d) above.

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{ACij}' &= \frac{W_{ACij}}{\sum W_{ACij}} \\
    w_{ASkj}' &= \frac{W_{ASkj}}{\sum W_{ASkj}} \\
    w_{CSik}^{new} &= w_{CSik}^{old} + \Delta w_{CSik} - \beta
\end{align*}
\]

\[w_{CSik}\] represents the connect weight between the centre layer and the symbolic layer. The weights are updated using the Hebbian rule, with a constant \(\beta\) fixing the degree that the model forgets. \(\Delta w_{CSik}\) is updated based on the most excited neuron.

At first the weight values for the links between the centre layer and the associator layer are random. The updating of these uses Hebbian learning based on a winner-take-all approach. The connection weights between the centre layer and the symbolic layer are reduced by a forgetting constant if they are activated. To prevent units that have no activation, if any unit in the centre layer have no activation it is removed and replaced with a unit whose connection weights are the same as the unit that is most often active. In the neural network the weights in the centre and associator layers and the weights between the symbolic and associator layer are updated based on common details on the characteristics of the input based on Hebbian learning. As a result this may produce the situation where the same characteristic is represented by both weights. If this is the cases the appropriate weights between the symbolic and associator layer are reduced by a fixed amount.
The final attention computational memory model considered here relates to auditory attention was developed by Wrigley and Brown (2002, 2004). This model of attentional memory incorporates three steps: sampling of the audio signal using two channels; retrieval of periodic information using a correlogram that created a 'binaural' F0 estimate and combination and segregation that used a neural oscillator network based on locally excitatory and globally inhibitory oscillation. Each oscillator passes activity to the attentional leaky integrator which is central to auditory segmentation and produces the attentional motivation stream. The weights between the oscillator network and the attentional leaky integrator are altered by endogenous procedures.

The individual oscillators are represented in the model by x and y:

\[ \dot{x} = 3x - x^3 + 2 - y + I_o \]

\[ \dot{y} = \varepsilon f(y)(1 + \tanh \frac{x}{\beta}) - yf \]

\(\varepsilon, \gamma\) and \(\beta\) are parameters. Oscillations are only active when \(I_o > 0\). The input \(I_o\) to oscillator i is made up of external input \(I_e\), network activations and global inhibition.

\[ I_o = I_e - W_z S(z, \theta_z) + \sum W_{ik} S(x_k, \theta_x) \]

\(W_{ik}\) are links between the oscillators i and k and \(x_k\) is the activity of the oscillator k. \(\theta_x\) acts as a level above which an oscillator could influence other oscillators and \(w_z\) are the weights for the
global inhibitor $z$. $\theta_z$ is the level above which the global inhibitor could influence the oscillators. $S$ acts as a squashing function.

The model of attentional memory by Wrigley and Brown (2002, 2004) uses a set of gammatone filters to recreate the frequency selectivity associated with the basilar membrane, with each filter acting as the different points along the membrane. The correlogram in the system is able to determine formant and harmonic regions that are used to produce segments. A segment is produced by determining the cross correlation between channels of the correlogram and from this cross correlation value producing a similarity level to determine if channels are similar enough to be grouped into a segment. The segment estimation procedure therefore happens in two sections. First, there is the determination of periodic segments which are the channels that have a peak in the energy weighted inverse variance which is greater than a specific tonal level. Second, there is the determination of the noise segments which are those remaining peaks that are greater than a certain noise level. In this model segments are grouped based on common harmonicity by using additional excitatory links between the oscillators in the segments.

An oscillatory is linked to the attentional leaky integrator using an excitatory connection based on the level of endogenous attention. The response of the attentional leaky integrator gives the frequency component of the attentional stream at a particular time step. An input to the attentional leaky integrator is:

$$\text{ali} = H\left(\sum S(x_t, \theta_x)T_k - \theta_{\text{ali}}\right) - \text{ali}$$

$\theta_{\text{ali}}$ acted as threshold above which activity from network influences the ALI. $T_k$ performed as an attentional weighting associated with the endogenous interest at frequency $k$:

$$T_k = 1 - (1 - A_k)L$$

According to Wrigley and Brown (2004) $A_k$ acts as the endogenous interest at frequency $k$ and $L$ is the leaky integrator.

$$\dot{L} = a(b[R - L] - [1 - H(R - L)]L)$$

Attentional interest is represented using a Gaussian

$$A_k = \max_{A_k} e^{-\frac{(k - p)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

$A_k$ acts as the normalised attentional interest for frequency channel $k$ and $\max_{A_k}$ is the largest value that $A_k$ can achieve. $p$ is the channel that as the peak of attentional interest, and $s$ is the width of the peak.

The model of Wrigley and Brown (2002, 2004) uses an attentional leaky integrator and a depiction of attentional allocation between frequencies, which matches the preference of the
person listening and is represented using Gaussian distributions. This attentional memory model is seen to produce a number of auditory grouping occurrences where attention is seen to be critical.

4 Sensor/motor memory model for grounding of language

In this section of the report, we consider learning/memory models for the grounding of language using sensor/motor representations in terms of biological basis and those computational models that have been developed. Such sensor/motor memory models are to be incorporated in the ACORNS memory model as it is fundamental that language acquisition has the capacity to ground meaning in the symbols or vocal sounds that constitute language [Vogt 2006]. Grounding is the link between symbols or vocal sounds in the form of words and the physical world and hence associates high level language with low level sensor information to refer to actions and objects which is fundamental for communication [Roy 2004, Sun 2000]. Harnad (1990) and (2003) described the concept of the symbol grounding problem in that abstract symbols or vocal sounds must be grounded or be associated to something in the real world to interpret their meaning. Hence, to actually attribute meaning to a word there must be interactions with the world to provide relevance to the symbolic representation and so not describe words simply in terms of other words [Roy 2003].

4.1 Mirror neuron system

The first biological basis of sensor/motor memory consider here is the mirror neuron system. Rizzolatti and Arbib (1998) and Umilta et al. (2001) found that neurons located in the rostral region of a primate’s inferior area, the F5 area [see Figure 3.1.1] are activated by the movement of the hand, mouth or both. These neurons fire as a result of the action not the movements that are the components of this action. The recognition of motor actions came from the presence of a goal and so the motor system does not solely control movement [Gallese and Goldman 1998, Rizzolatti 2002]. Hence, what turns a set of movements into an action is the goal and holding the belief that performing the movements would achieve a specific goal [Arbib 2005]. The F5 neurons are organised into diverse categories based on the action that cause them to fire, which are ‘grasping’, ‘holding’ and ‘tearing’ [Gallese and Goldman 1998, Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998].

![Figure 4.1.1 A representation of the cerebral cortex showing the rostral region of a primates inferior area, the F5 area.](image-url)
Certain grasping-related neurons fire when grasping an object whether the grasping is performed by the hand, mouth or both [Gallese et al. 2004]. This supported both the view that these neurons do not represent the motor action but the actual goal of performing the grasping task. Within area F5 there are two types of neuron: the first, known as canonical neurons, only respond to the performing of the action and the second mirror neurons that respond not only when performing an action but also when seeing or hearing the action performed and so these primates have developed a memory associated with the behaviour [Kohler et al. 2002, Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998, Rizzolatti et al. 2001]. The mirror neuron system indicates that the motor cortex is not only involved in the production of actions but in the action understanding and memorisation from visual and auditory information [Rizzolatti et al. 2002, Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001, Rizzolatti et al. 1998] and so the observer has the same internal memory representation of action as the actor [Umiltà et al. 2001].

These mirror neurons are typically found in area F5c and do not fire in response to the presence of the object or mimicking of the action. Mirror neurons require the action to interact with the actual object. They respond not only to the aim of the action but also how the action is carried out [Umiltà et al. 2001]. However, as shown by Umiltà et al. (2001) an understanding that the object is there without being visible causes the activation of the mirror neurons if the hand reaches for the object in the appropriate manner. This is achieved when primates are first shown the action being performed completely visible and then with the hand-object interaction hidden. As the performance and recognition of an action causes activation in the premotor areas which are responsible for the hand movements when simply observing the action there is a set of mechanisms that suppress the movements to perform the action.

Given the nature of the mirror neuron system one possible scenario is to achieve the grounding of perceptual information in actions through imitation learning. According to Schaal et al. (2003) imitation learning is able to speed up the learning process. As the in the ACORNS project there is interaction between an intelligent agent and carer some form of imitation learning might have a role in the language acquisition process. Imitation learning allowed the observer to gain skills by creating an abstract memory representation of the teacher's behaviour, understanding the aims of the teacher and creating the solution [Dillmann 2003]. Imitation required the ability to take the seen action and produce the appropriate motor primitives to recreate this [Buccino et al. 2004]. The mirror neuron system is held to have a major role in immediate imitation if the action that occurs is in the observer's repertoire/memory [Buccino et al. 2004]. The role of mirror neurons is to depict actions so they are understood or can be imitated, by gaining the reason for the action [Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998, Sauser and Billard 2005].

A possible explanation for the ability to imitate is the internal memory vocabulary of actions that are recognised by the mirror neurons [Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001]. This ability to understand others actions, beliefs, goals and expectation aids the inclusiveness of the group. This allows the observer to predict the future actions and so determine if they are helpful, unhelpful, threatening and to act accordingly [Gallese and Goldman 1998, Gallese 2005]. It is argued by Demiris (2002) and Demiris and Hayes (2002) that through the mirror neuron system when a primate or human watches an action they are to imitate they put themselves in the place of the demonstrator. Understanding the actions of the demonstrator comes from creating alternatives and choosing the most appropriate one. The ability to predict the action rather than waiting until it is complete offers the opportunity to react to the action before it has ended. A requirement for imitation is to
connect the sensory system with the motor system so that the multimodal inputs are linked to the appropriate actions.

As a response to the theories related to mirror neurons there has been a considerable amount of research into the mirror neuron system and in particular for imitation. For instance, Buccino et al. (2004) study using event-fMRI the cerebral cortex activations produced when individuals who could not play the guitar watch another person’s finger positions for specific cords and are requested to memorised and recreate these finger positions. The outcome of this experiment shows that the human mirror neuron system is central in memorising behaviour using imitation with activation in the rostral part of the inferior partietal lobule and the ventral premotor cortex as well as the pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus.

4.1.1 Language and the mirror neuron system

We consider the role of the mirror neuron system in the evolution of language which specifically relates to the ACORNS project and the role of the mirror neuron system in the emergence of language. Turning to the human mirror neuron system, it is observed that mirror neurons in humans are also excited by both the performance and observation of an action [Gallese and Goldman 1998]. The F5 area in primates corresponds to various cortical areas in humans including the left superior temporal sulcus, the left inferior parietal lobule and the anterior region of Broca's area. The association of mirror neurons with Broca's area in humans and F5 in primates provides an indication that mirror neurons might have evolved in humans into the language system [Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998]. The role of the mirror neuron system in language can be seen from the findings of Pulvermüller [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Pulvermüller 2003] in that the processing and memorised representation of words includes the activation of some of the same regions as those that are found to perform the action. The ability in the first instance to recognise an action is required for the development of a communication system between members of a group and finally for an elaborate language system [Kohler et al. 2002, Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998].

In order to study whether action creation and language production are linked, Hamzei et al. (2003) performed an fMRI study that required the performance of action recognition, language production and grasping movement. This study found that action recognition regions of the cerebral cortex are found in the left inferior frontal gyrus and between the inferior frontal gyrus and precentral gyrus, the ventral occipito-temporal junction, the superior and inferior partietal cortex, and the intrapartietal sulcus in the left hemisphere. There is an overlap of activation produced by action recognition, language production and action production in the partial cortex, the left frontal gyrus, and the inferior frontal gyrus and precentral gyrus border. Arbib (2005) notes various studies that also support the idea that observation and preparing to perform grasping both included cerebral cortex regions that are associated with speech production. Gerlach et al. (2002) states that the left ventral motor cortex is activated for words related to tools, food and clothing, animals and non-manipulative man-made objects, which points to the fact that certain lexical categories develop from action-based knowledge.

Arbib (2005) discussed the role played by the mirror neuron system in language evolution and so the memorised grounding of language in actions. He examined the neural and functional basis of language and the evolution from the action recognition and production performed by primates to
the full language in humans. The article points to the belief that the mirror neuron system is integral in the development of the language ready cortex and the multimodal nature of language. The F5 mirror neurons in monkeys are connected to areas of the parietal and temporal cortex and through evolution the F5 region becomes Broca's area and these other areas become Wernicke's area and other language regions. Arbib (2005) states that language development involved 7 stages: (i) grasping; (ii) a mirror neuron system for grasping; (iii) a simple imitation system for object grasping; (iv) a complex imitation system that allows the grasping action to be recognised and then repeated; (v) a gesture based language system; (vi) protospeech; and (vii) language that moves from action object frames to a semantic syntax based approach.

Arbib (2005) points out the strong inputs to the F5 area neurons from the secondary somatosensory area and parietal area PF. The canonical neurons of F5 area are also the selective targets of the anterior intraparietal cortex. Many visual response neurons in PF are found to discharge when observing and performing an action and hence are known as area PF mirror neurons. This connection arrangement enables an observation/execution system with mirror neurons in area F5 and area PF firing when performing an action and observing it. The extension of the mirror neuron system in humans allows complex imitation that aids production of compound actions and the development of language. The ability of humans to engage in pantomime behaviour enables a vocabulary of gestures to occur and so a gesture communication system. By use of a gesture based system it allows the development of an open communication system from fixed vocalisations by primates. According to Arbib (2005) this gesture communication system moves from imitation to perform an action to imitation for communication and is fundamental for the development of a spoken vocabulary approach known as protospeech. Protospeech becomes associated with the gesture system and once this occurs the gestures are no longer required and so they reduce in importance or disappear.

Protolanguage is seen to consist of a set of unitary utterances that can provide a great deal of information and a precursor to a full language system. A single protolanguage utterance according to Arbib (2005) could mean “the animal has been killed with a spear take the meat to the front of the cave”. Such an approach however can suffer from a situation that there is a need for a large number of different words to represent all the information that is needed. For instance, if there is only a single word for each of ‘ripe apple’, ‘sour apple’, ‘sweet apple’, ‘sweet pear’, ‘ripe pear’ and ‘sour pear’ this requires a lot more word storage than if there is separate words. Hence, a likely development in the protolanguage is the use of multiple words. Through the development in language capabilities there is finally a move from protospeech to language which is achieved through the development of named actions, a complex syntactic and semantic structure, the identification of the hierarchical structure of language and the employment of verb-argument structures.

Hence, evolution has enabled humans to move from the basic mirror neuron system that memorises and recognised actions to a complex language system that allows cultural development. According to Arbib (2005) this evolution is not achieved by the replacement of one capability with another one, but with the adding of capabilities within an existing system. Such a language system offers a common understanding by both the speaker and the listener [Arbib 2005].
4.1.2 Computational models of mirror neuron system for grounding

Considerable interest has been expressed in the use of the mirror neuron system principle as the basis of grounding [Belpaeme et al. 2003]. Based on the mirror system hypothesis, Billard and Matarić (2001) developed a robot capable of imitation. Their approach uses a hierarchy of neural networks and provides an abstract and high level depiction of the neurological structure that is the basis of the visuo-motor pathways to examine the ability to reproduce human arm movements. This memory based model consists of three parts for visual recognition, motor control and learning and uses seven modules. A module based on the temporal cortex processes visual information to identify the direction and orientation of the teacher's arms with reference to a point on the teacher's body. The motor control is based on a hierarchical model with a spinal cord module at the lower level. Learning/memory of movement occurs in the premotor cortex and cerebellum modules and learning creates links between the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex and the cerebellum and within the premotor cortex and the cerebellum. These modules use a dynamic recurrent associative memory architecture which is a fully connected recurrent network that enables time series and spatio-temporal data to be learned using short-term memory. The model when tested on series of arm movements is found to reproduce all motions despite the noisy environment.

The dynamic recurrent associative memory architecture approach is also used by Billard (1999) in two experiments for grounding a protolanguage by using the mirror neuron principle. By using the dynamic recurrent associative memory architecture recurrent memory approach the student robot is able to learn actions and the labels associated with them. In the first experiment a wheeled student robot learns a protolanguage by following the teacher around and associating/memorising radio signals as a form of language from the teacher robot with different sensory inputs that provide the location of landmarks. The input modalities in this case are the robot’s own location and a form of language. Furthermore, a small doll robot uses the dynamic recurrent associative memory architecture to imitate the arm and head movements of the teacher. The doll robot is trained to perform a series of leg and head movements by the human teacher based on the readings from infra-red sensors giving the location of the teacher’s head or arms and labels typed in by the teacher.

Amit and Matarić (2002) also perform memory grounded learning of movement sequences based on the mirror neuron system principle using a hierarchical structure. A teacher who is either a robot or a human performs an action and this is learned through imitation by a robot. The approach uses a hierarchical framework made up of three layers: base primitives, movement specialisers and sequence learners. Each base primitive is the visio-motor primitive that encodes the motor programs to perform a class of movements. The base primitives are felt to be innate and so are manually encoded. The next level consists of the movement specialisers that specialise on observed movements. Movement specialisers are learned/memorised to represent movements. Each base primitive represents a generic class of movements such as reaching, however each movement specialiser learns a particular movement such as reaching for a cup on the table. The sequence learning is the highest level of the hierarchy and represents complex movements by combining a set of movement specialisers. In the model the sequence learning is produced by using Hidden Markov Models. The aim of the experiment for the robot is to learn 8 aerobic behaviours based on movements of the arms. The system uses a base primitive for each of the two shoulders, 30 specialisers for the movement specialiser layer and 10 Hidden Markov Model based sequences learners. The experiments involve presenting the aerobic sequence with the movement specialisers learning what is happening online as the demonstration occurs.
Another system for grounding based on the mirror neuron system is that of Tani et al. (2004). The approach uses a recurrent neural network with parameter biases (RNNPB) for both recognition and production of behaviours. In this approach, sections of spatio-temporal data of sensory-motor flow are depicted by using vectors of small dimensions. The nonlinear dynamical system is produced using a Jordan-type recurrent network that had parametric biases (PB) incorporated in the input layer function. In order to reproduce the characteristics of the mirror neuron system, the RNNPB creates the appropriate dynamic pattern from fixed PB and performs recognition by producing the PB from a target pattern. There is learning/memorising of movement patterns using the forward model by producing the PB vectors and a syntactic weight matrix. Following learning it is possible to produce sensory-motor series by using the forward dynamics of the RNNPB with the parameter biases fixed. When the network produces a behaviour it operates in a closed loop where the prediction of the next action is fed back as an input.

In the experiments, a Sony humanoid QRIO SDR-4XII robot attempts to produce synchronised hand movements with a human after first learning/memorising the hand movements. When a hand movement is identified by the robot it alters the PB to reduce the sensory prediction errors. The RNNPB has 12 input units and 12 output units to learn the forward dynamics of movement patterns. The patterns contain information on the position of the hand and the angle of the joints of the robot arms and so allowed the robot to ground the action in the environment. There are also 4 parametric units, 40 hidden units and 30 context units. In the first experiment, the human user trains the robot with three different behaviours over a period of 20 seconds. It is found that the robot is able to synchronize well with the human and when at one point it did lose synchronization it regained it. In this experiment the robot is shown to produce emergent behaviour when the human produces hand actions that the robot had not seen before.

The RNNPB memory model is also used for grounding of language in actions by Tani et al. (2004) based on the mirror neuron system. As it can be seen from Figure 4.1.2.1 this is achieved by using a language system that learns word sequences using a network with 10 input units, 10 output units, 6 PB units, 50 hidden units and 4 context units and a sensory-motor network that learned behaviours that incorporates 26 input units, 26 output units, 6 PB units, 70 hidden units and 4 context units. The model uses the word sequence and sensory-motor sequences as input at time $t$ and tried to predict these values at $t+1$ and the PB values. The models use the actual values at time $t+1$ as feedback to backpropagate through the system. During learning the $PB_{lang}$ and $PB_{behav}$ are updated with the aim to reduce the difference between these PB values. The word sequences are grounded to the appropriate sensory-motor sequences using these PB values. The robot learns to perform the actions ‘hit’, ‘push’ and ‘point’. The word sequences are typically made up of two words: a verb and a noun. The verb was either ‘hit’, ‘push’ or ‘point’ and the nouns are ‘red’, ‘green’, ‘blue’, ‘left’, ‘centre’ and ‘right’. In this case ‘red’, ‘green’ and ‘blue’ referred to blocks that are to the ‘left’, ‘centre’ and ‘right’ respectively. It is possible to generate goal-directed actions by identifying two word phrases.

Motivated by the mirror neuron model, Wermter et al. (2005) develop a grounding in language memory based approach which allows a student robot to learn from the teacher robot who performs three behaviours ‘go’, ‘pick’ and ‘lift’ based on multimodal inputs. To allow the student robot to learn/memorise these behaviours, the teacher robot performs ‘go’, ‘pick’ and ‘lift’ actions one after another in a loop in an environment.
The student robot observes the teacher robot performing the behaviours and was trained by receiving multimodal inputs. These multimodal inputs are: (i) high-level visual inputs which are the x- and y-coordinates and the rotation angle $\phi$ of the teacher robot relative to the nearest wall; (ii) the motor directions of the robot (‘forward’, ‘backward’, ‘turn left’ and ‘turn right’); and (iii) a language instruction stating the behaviour the teacher is performing (‘go’, ‘pick’ or ‘lift’).

The docking procedure performed by the teacher that is involved in the ‘pick’ behaviour is based on a reinforcement learning actor-critic approach of Weber et al. (2003) and Weber et al. (2004) using the research of Foster et al. (2000) [See Section below on actor-critic model]. The final action verb ‘lift’ involves moving backward to leave the table and then turning around to face toward the middle of the arena. Coordinates x and $\phi$ determines how far to move backward and in which direction to turn around. The robot moves backwards until it reaches a specific point on the x-axis and then turned to a random angle to face the back wall. If the angle that the robot turned to is negative the robot turns to the left, if it was positive it turned to the right.

Motivated by the mirror neuron model, Wermter et al. (2005) develop a grounding in language memory based approach which allows a student robot to learn from the teacher robot who performs three behaviours ‘go’, ‘pick’ and ‘lift’ based on multimodal inputs. To allow the student robot to learn/memorise these behaviours, the teacher robot performs ‘go’, ‘pick’ and ‘lift’ actions one after another in a loop in an environment.

The student robot observes the teacher robot performing the behaviours and was trained by receiving multimodal inputs. These multimodal inputs are: (i) high-level visual inputs which are the x- and y-coordinates and the rotation angle $\phi$ of the teacher robot relative to the nearest wall;
(ii) the motor directions of the robot (‘forward’, ‘backward’, ‘turn left’ and ‘turn right’); and (iii) a language instruction stating the behaviour the teacher is performing (‘go’, ‘pick’ or ‘lift’).

The docking procedure performed by the teacher that is involved in the ‘pick’ behaviour is based on a reinforcement learning actor-critic approach of Weber et al. (2003) and Weber et al. (2004) using the research of Foster et al. (2000) [See Section below on actor-critic model]. The final action verb ‘lift’ involves moving backward to leave the table and then turning around to face toward the middle of the arena. Coordinates $x$ and $\phi$ determines how far to move backward and in which direction to turn around. The robot moves backwards until it reaches a specific point on the x-axis and then turned to a random angle to face the back wall. If the angle that the robot turned to is negative the robot turns to the left, if it was positive it turned to the right.

When receiving the multimodal inputs relates to the teacher's actions the student robot is required to learn/memorise these behaviours so that it could perform them from a language instruction or recognise them. When learning, performing and recognising these behaviours ‘forward’ and ‘backward’ movement is at a constant speed of 1 unit for each time step and the decision to ‘turn left’ or ‘right’ is $15^\circ$ each time step. A neural memory model hierarchical architecture [Figure 4.1.2.2] uses an associator network based on the Helmholtz machine learning approach [Dayan 2000, Dayan and Hinton 1996, Dayan et al. 1995, Hinton et al. 1995]. This allows the memory architecture to recreate the language instruction when performing recognition and the motor directions when instructed to perform a behaviour.

![Figure 4.1.2.2](image)

Figure 4.1.2.2 The hierarchical memory architecture for grounding language based on mirror neuron system (After Wermter et al. (2005)).

In this hierarchical memory based architecture there is the association of the motor and high-level vision inputs using the first hidden layer using the Helmholtz machine learning algorithm shown on the diagram as the HM area. The activations of the first hidden layer are then associated with the language instruction region input at the second hidden layer based on the
self-organising map (SOM) learning algorithm, shown as SOM area. Using a Kohonen self-organising map in this architecture allows the features produced on the Helmholtz machine hidden layer to relate a specific motor direction with the appropriate high-level visual information for each behaviour based on the language instruction. The language instruction input is omitted when the student robot architecture is required to take the other inputs that are gained from observing the teacher robot and recognise the behaviour that is performed. When the motor direction input is omitted the student robot is required to perform a behaviour based on a language instruction. The architecture then continuously receives its own current x and y coordinates and angle and the language instruction of the behaviour to be performed.

Without the motor direction input the grounding memory architectures has to produce the appropriate motor activations which it has learnt/memorised from observing the teacher to produce the required behaviour. Recognition is tested by comparing the units which are activated on the language instruction area with the activation pattern belonging to the verbal instruction of the appropriate behaviour at each time step. Behaviour production is tested by comparing the performance of the behaviour at each time step by the student robot with the teacher robot.

4.2 Neurocognitive evidence on word memory representation

Neurocognitive evidence of Pulvermüller and his colleagues at Cambridge [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Pulvermüller 2001, Pulvermüller 2002, Pulvermüller et al. 2001, Pulvermüller et al. 1999, Pulvermüller et al. 1999] can offer inspiration on how the brain represents and memorizes words and how this can be incorporated in the language emergent behaviour of the intelligent agent in the ACORNS projects. This evidence indicates that words are represented/memorised and processed using Hebbian learning, synfire chains and based on semantics features. Hebbian learning is the basis of higher cognitive behaviour through a simple synaptic approach based on cell assemblies for cortical processing and so can form the basis of some of the learning in the memory architecture of the ACORNS architecture.

Synfire chains are formed from the spatiotemporal firing patterns of different associated cell assemblies and rely on the activation of one or more cell assemblies to activate the next assembly in the chain [Pulvermüller 1999]. The word represented by a synfire chain depends on which cell assemblies are activated and when this occurs [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2003]. Once a spoken utterance is received the appropriate cell assembly representation should be ignited due to the strong feedforward and feedback structure. Hence, neurocognitive evidence on word representation and processing in the cerebral cortex suggests that cognitive representations are distributed among cortical neuronal populations [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2002, Pulvermüller et al. 1999]. Word meaning is critical for determining the cortical populations that are activated for the cognitive representation task.

When considering of the cell assemblies that process and represent content words, Pulvermüller (1999) states that activation is found in both hemispheres of the cerebral cortex. Semantic word categories elicit different activity patterns in the fronto-central areas of the cortex, in the areas where body actions are known to be processed [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Shtyrov et al. 2004]. Perception words are represented by assemblies in the perisylvian cortex and posterior cortex [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller et al. 2001] and nouns related to animals activate the
inferior temporal or occipital cortices [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2001, Pulvermüller 2002]. Emotional abstract words activate the amygdala and cells in the limbic system more than words associated with tools and their manipulation [Perani 1999]. The link between the assemblies in these two regions is achieved through the amygdala and frontal septum [Pulvermüller 1999]. However, function words that have a grammatical role are limited to the perisylvian cortex. For action words that involved moving one’s own body the perisylvian cell assembly is also associated with assemblies in the motor, premotor and prefrontal cortices [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2003]. Assemblies that depict vision words are found in the perisylvian and visual cortices in parietal, temporal and/or occipital lobes.

The importance of semantic features compared with lexical categories in the grounding of language according to Pulvermüller (2003) is shown by the research of Kiefer (2001). Kiefer (2001) found when a set of nouns and verbs are tool- and animal-related words the division of cerebral cortex responses is based on whether they were tool or animal words. In a similar way, Perani et al. (1999) observes that although words in a sample set are nouns and verbs, the differentiation in the cell assemblies that represented them is not based on this but whether the words related to manipulating an object or are more abstract words. Pulvermüller [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2002, Pulvermüller 2003] argue it is important to relate the neurons that represent the word form with those neurons associated with perception and actions that reflect the semantic information on a word.

For content words the semantic factors that influence the cell assemblies come from various modalities and include the complexity of activity performed, facial expression or sound, the type and number of muscles involved, the colour of the stimulus, the object complexity, movement involved, the tool used and whether the person could see herself doing this activity [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2003]. The combination of these characteristics into a single depiction is produced by pathways linking sensory information from diverse modalities to the same neurons. For objects the semantic features represented by cell assemblies typically relate to their colour, smell or shape. If a word is repeatedly presented with a stimulus the depiction of this stimulus is incorporated into the one for the word to produce a new semantic feature. Fundamentally, words are depicted via regions historically known as language regions and additional regions connected with the word’s semantic features. Moreover, there is evidence for distributed cortical assemblies that bind acoustic, visual and motor information and stressed the role of fronto-central premotor cortex as a prominent binding site for creating neural representations at an abstract semantic level [Pulvermüller 2003].

4.2.1 Neurocognitive evidence of action verb representation and processing

The neurocognitive evidence of Pulvermüller on action verb processing provides the basis for grounding of action verbs in actions. As well as a division between categories based on whether a word is action related or not [Pulvermüller et al. 1999], Pulvermüller stated that there is finer grained grounding of language instruction in actions. This creates a division of representation in the cerebral cortex based on the part of the body that performs that action between leg, head and hand [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2003, Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2002, Pulvermüller 2003]. It is well known that there is a division in the motor cortex between the regions that performed head/face, hand/arm and leg actions [Penfield and Rasmussen 1950]. For instance, the region of the motor cortex that controls face movement is
found in the inferior precentral gyrus, hand and arm in the medial region of the precentral gyrus and the leg actions are located in the dorsomedial area [Pulvermüller 2002, Pulvermüller 2003] [See Figure 3.2.1.1]. Given the difference in the regions of the cortex that are responsible for performing actions it is also believed by Pulvermüller that a similar difference can be identified when representing action verbs and so grounding language instruction in actions based on the part of the body that performs the action [Pulvermüller 2002].

Pulvermüller and his colleagues performed various experiments [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2003, Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Pulvermüller 2001, Pulvermüller 2002, Shtyrov et al. 2004] on cerebral cortex processing of action verbs to test their hypothesis on the representation of action verbs. These included experiments where (i) different groups of subjects are given leg-, arm- and face-related action verbs and pseudo-words and all asked to state whether they are a word; (ii) subjects were asked to use a rating system to answer questions on the cognitive processes a word arouses; (iii) subjects rank words based on whether they are leg-, arm- or head-related; and (iv) there is a comparison between hearing walk- and talk-type verbs. In these experiments EEG electrodes are positioned at various points along the scalp to produce recordings of cerebral cortex activation. From these experiments areas are identified where the activation is the same for all action verbs and more importantly are different based on the body part the action verbs relate to.

The regions these experiments identify as the same for the three types of action verbs are left hemispheric inferior temporal and inferior frontal gyrus foci. Turning to the differences between the three types of action verbs, there is greater activation for face words according to Pulvermüller and his colleagues in the frontal-lateral regions of the left hemisphere close to the premotor cortex associated with face and head. For face and leg related action verbs there are different regions along the motor strip that are identified to process verbs from these two verb categories. Leg-type words produce greater activation in the cortical region used to produce leg actions and for the face words there is greater activation in the inferior regions near to the face region of the motor cortex [Pulvermüller et al. 1999]. It is found that hand-related words are located in more lateral regions of the cortex than leg words. Hence, consistent with the somatotopy of the motor and premotor cortex [Penfield and Rasmussen 1950], leg words elicited greater activation in the central cerebral cortex region around the vertex, with face words activating the inferior frontal areas, thereby suggesting that the relevant body part representations are differentially activated when action words are being comprehended.

In addition, the average response times for lexical decisions is faster for face-associated words than for arm-associated words, and the arm-associated words are faster than leg ones. When considering the findings at 220ms, leg words had greater activation in central regions beneath Cz and C1 compared with face words. There is also greater activation in the right parieto-occipital areas for arm words and leg words relative to head words. The location of cell assemblies that Pulvermüller identified to process/memorise action verbs based on the body part they relate to can be seen in Figure 3.2.1.1. In this figure it is seen that the three types of action verb share certain cell assemblies (yellow circles) but differ on others which are shown green for the leg-related words, blue for the arm ones and red for the face-related words.
It is also found that the cerebral cortex regions that performed a specific action are also part of the associated language representation. Words associated with hands activated the hand motor cortex, words associated to the leg activated the leg motor cortex and words associated with face activated the face motor cortex [Pulvermüller et al. 2004]. Hence, some of semantic features and, therefore, part of the meaning of the action verbs are represented through activation along the motor strip and in the premotor cortex. The evidence of the experiments performed by Pulvermüller and his colleagues [Hauk and Pulvermüller 2003, Hauk and Pulvermüller 2004, Pulvermüller 2001, Pulvermüller 2002, Shtyrov et al. 2004] point to word semantic features being represented in different parts of the cerebral cortex in a systematic way. Particularly the representation/memorising of the word is related to the actual motor and premotor regions of the cerebral cortex that performed the action. Furthermore, mental imagery of the action without actual body movements leads to specific activation in the fronto-central premotor cortex [Buccino et al. 2001] pointed to the role of regions associated with producing the action in language representations. These semantic representations need to be thought of as being topologically specific, that is, networks represented concepts with different meanings may have different cortical distributions.

4.2.2 Computational self-organising language memory

The unimodal memory architecture developed Wermter et al. (2003) explores the use of semantic features as action descriptions in a self-organising memory to achieve grounding of language instruction in actions [Figure 4.2.2.1]. The unimodal architecture uses a hierarchical approach so that a complex problem is divided into less complex recognition activities. This architecture undertakes a more coarse classification at the lower level and a more precise classification at the higher level, with the output from the coarse level controlling the input to the finer classification. The architecture contains a self-organising map (SOM) to perform the coarse clustering that related the action verb representations with the appropriate body part by clustering the verbs in different regions. The topological representation of the SOM fits well with the neurocognitive evidence on the action verb representation principle which pointed to a topological representation, with the cell assemblies that represent a word distributed across the motor and premotor cortex [Pulvermüller 1999, Pulvermüller 2003]. At the next processing level of the unimodal grounding architecture, there is finer clustering through a SOM for each body part taking the semantic features verb representations identified at the coarse level to be associated with the appropriate body part to cluster the actual action verbs.

Figure 3.2.1.1 The cell assemblies found to be associated with the processing of action words based on body parts (After Pulvermüller 1999).
This memory architecture is able to recreate, at an abstract level, the action verb representation and processing principle by clustering actions based on the body part used. The unimodal architecture is able to use the concept of semantic features by using the actual sensor readings to act as these features. Hence, an action verb such as ‘put’ consisted of an interrelated set of features that provides an indication of the robot internal state. The architecture went beyond the neurocognitive evidence of Pulvermüller on action verbs by also identifying the actual action verbs.
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Figure 4.2.2.1 Unimodal memory architecture based on modular distributed and self-organising memory (redraw from Wermter (2003)).
4.3 Learned acquisition of language as a description of action

Vogt (2000) develops a language acquisition memory model for describing actions using a coordination game, with one robot following another while they developed a lexicon about the actions performed. In Vogt’s (2000) model, the robots ground symbolic meaning in the real world based on non-symbolic sensorimotor data. The role of the robots is to produce categories and a lexicon to communicate actions such as ‘go right’. The robots did a set of ‘follow me games’, with each experiment split into two parts: a development element and a testing element.

The teacher robot performs the action and communicated what it is doing based on the word form that is most associated with the action. In response, the student segments and categorises the teacher’s actions and tries to comprehend what it is saying. The approach used for categorisation of the action segments is similar to the one of Rosenstein and Cohen (1998). After categorising the time span containing a motor actions the student tries to comprehend the word form it received by comparing its lexicon with the word form. If the matching memorised word form is found, its related meaning is matched with a categorised meaning of the actions and the lexicon is produced. The student matches the categories linked with action segments in the time frame to the related word meaning. The action game is completed successfully if the student knows the action performed by the teacher, has the correct word form and lexicon and is positioned behind the teacher. In the approach of Vogt (2000), the teacher has to produce a new word form if it has not already memorised one associated with an action. In response, the student does not have a meaning related with this word form and so related the action with the word form provided by the teacher. Where an action segment is recognised by the student and the word form is known, the memorised relation between that word form and the action is strengthened while the relation with other actions was reduced.

The development phase involves gaining the categories and a lexicon about the categories when the student is following the teacher. The success of the system is measured in terms of identified and communication success. Identified success determined the average success of the categorisation as a moving average over the last 50 language games and communication success measured the average success over the following 50 language games. Identification success grew very quickly to 90% with categories falling into 6 main action groups: ‘backward’, ‘forward’, ‘go-left’, ‘go-right’, ‘go-left go-right’ and ‘go-right go-left’. The communication success in the development stage grew to 40% over the first 1000 language games and up to 55% after 10000 language games. The test stage determines whether or not the robot can do the following game where only the lexicon is used. The student attempts to comprehend the word form by producing a related action category association and executing the action. In the test stage the communication success is around 50%.

4.4 Computational memory models of grounding of words in actions based on meaning

The grounding of words in actions based on meaning approaches is examined by considering the approaches of Bailey (1995) and (1997) and Bailey et al. (1998) and Roy (2004). Bailey (1995) and (1997) and Bailey et al. (1998) grounds action verbs in motor actions by using an x-schema to represent actions by extending Petri nets with places represented as circles and transitions as rectangles. Places had tokens and held predicates on the world state and internal state, and transitions are the active elements. When all the places pointing into a transition had a token, the
transition is activated and a new set of tokens are positioned at the output positions. Such x-schema are used to represent an action such as to slide an object on a table.

The model also contained a memory arrangement known as a f-struct to ground language in actions using static features that are given a value and so acted as the semantic features of the action verb. A special f-struct acts as a link between the word and the action with a bi-directional connection with the x-schema that translates actions into semantic features. A critical feature of the f-struct is the name of the x-schema of the action performed as well as motor features such as force, speed, direction and the position of the robot hand. Each sense of a verb like ‘push’ or ‘pull’ is represented as an f-struct using probability values, with the most appropriate meaning selected based on the world state. A significant benefit of the memory model is the ability to cope with multiple word inputs and multiple senses of an action. The model learns/memorises examples of verb word/action pairs and employs Bayesian Model Merging to deal with different verb meanings where representations of prototypical motor-actions for a verb are created or combined using a minimum length description condition for clustering. Using this approach, if the f-struct features for a new action verb representation are similar enough to previous examples it is merged into a single description of the action verb, however if the f-struct is sufficiently different a new sense/memory of the action verb is created.

Another approach for grounding language in actions based on meaning was devised by Roy (2004) who concentrates on defining the structures and theoretical rules that are the basis of the systems. This approach does not allow the robot to self-learn these rules and simply offers an overall framework for modelling the behaviour associated with specific types of robots. The approach uses three criteria: (i) objects, characteristics, actions and circumstances are produced from the same primitives; (ii) information created from vision and language have a common depiction structure; and (iii) motor actions and language actions are stated so that the robot can decide by using language and motor actions how to achieve a goal. A robot has a belief that persists over a period of time and so could act as a prediction of the future. In this approach signs are represented as patterns in the world that indicated a particular situation and were seen as natural, intentional and indexical. In a robot the only way for a sign to influence the robot is through its sensors.

Roy (2004) develops a graphical notation to use with this approach for representing schemas. In the approach signs are fundamental, with a sign being patterns in the world that can be interpreted. Beliefs about these signs are produced in the approach by using a-signs and d-signs. A-signs are distributions of signs as they are shaped by incoming signs and produce forecasts about signs. The meaning of an a-sign to the robot is based on its role in guiding the robot’s view, interpretation and control procedures and is represented in the schema as an oval. The second form of belief about signs is the d-sign related to the output of a discrete categorisation procedure that links a continuous domain a-sign to a discrete domain and is represented as a rectangle. The physical characteristics of the robot allow a set of primitive actions to be associated with it. Actions provide an action projection representative component whose notation is a diamond, with a success or failure output related to the action. Actions are seen to produce d-signs and so link actions to signs. Roy (2004) shows it is possible using his notation to construct structured schemas that depict complicated behaviours and so the basis for the grounding of language in actions.

Objects are produced using the representation based on incorporating action and property schemas. These objects are memorised in relation to their interaction with their environment and relationship between actions that acted upon them. For instance, the notation and the different features of the cup are used to represent that a cup can be lifted by a gripper and also recognised based on features.
such as its colour and shape by a camera. Speech is seen as a canonical intentional sign which involves data representations that have meaning and are either descriptive or directive. The term descriptive is used for a statement about the condition of the world, while the term directive was used for instruction that had the goal of causing a change.

Above we have described two memory based approaches that ground language in actions based on meaning that are likely to influence the memory architecture for the ACORNS project. Both these grounding of language in actions approaches provide a graphical notion for representing the action verbs. The approach of Bailey indicated the importance of semantic features in the representation of action verbs.

4.5 Memory models of grounding of language in objects

The form that memory grounding of language in objects has taken will be investigated below as the emergence of language in the ACORNS intelligent memory agent incorporates interaction with objects in their world. As noted by Ziemke (1997) a great deal of research into grounding takes the form of the association of language and objects. This involves the development of a model that matches symbols with sensor information related to the objects [Coradeschi and Saffiotti 2003].

Roy (2001) and Roy and Pentland (2002) developed CELL to ground language in objects using a robot equipped with a camera and microphone. Although this approach made use of intelligent learning it does not use neuroscience evidence at a significant level. However, the robot is able to ground language by associating and memorising the symbolic representation of language (utterance) with semantic features of the utterance (visual representation). CELL represents/memorises 3-dimensional objects by combining multiple 2-dimensional views, which are depicted by histograms of local characteristics from the 2-dimensional representations. By producing multidimensional histograms of the objects it is possible to compare the objects based on statistical functions.

The CELL model addresses the problem of identifying words from speech and attaching meaning to those words. Inputs to the system are spoken utterances and views of objects, in a manner which matches how children learn this association when receiving instruction by a parent. The speech data consists of actual interactions between a child and the parent with the problems typically associated with actual speech recognition. Short-term memory is used to store utterance-shape pairs and produce hypotheses about the association by extracting part of the utterance and linking it with the observed shape. This association is placed in long-term memory which is consolidated over various observations. Spoken utterances are depicted as sets of phoneme probabilities, which are converted into a spectral depiction using the Relative Spectral-Perceptual Linear Prediction (RASTA-PLP) algorithm. A recurrent neural network examines RASTA-PLP coefficients to predict phoneme and speech/silence probabilities. To identify phoneme boundaries the recurrent neural network outputs are seen as state emission probabilities in a Hidden Markov Model structure.

Word learning/memorising occurs through two levels of memory, short-term and long-term memory. Input depictions of speech paired with visual objects are temporarily kept in the short-term memory. Every entry in the short-term memory includes a phoneme probability vector depicting multiword speech, and a group of histograms of the object. A recurrent filter acts on the
short-term memory by searching for repeating subsequences that happen in similar visual contexts. The output of the recurrent filter is the first attempt to split speech into words. The long-term memory included two kinds of data structures. The first is AV-prototypes which depict hypotheses of likely words of the target language. The second kind of data structures in long-term memory are lexical items that are produced by consolidating AV-prototypes. This procedure determines clusters of AV-prototypes which could be combined to model consistent intermodal patterns between multiple observations.

The study by Roy (2001) and Roy and Pentland (2002) consists of parents interacting with their child in a natural manner while playing with objects. For each set of speech data, the CELL model is used to gain the 125 highest scoring lexical elements, which are examined based on segmentation accuracy, word discovery and semantic accuracy. CELL is found to outperform an acoustic-only model on segmentation accuracy, word discovery and semantic accuracy. The acoustic-only model struggles on the segmentation accuracy test: only identifying correctly the word boundaries 7% of the time compared with 28% for CELL. On word discovery for CELL 72% of the lexical elements are single words, with the acoustic-only model’s performance being 31%. For the final measure, semantic accuracy, there is the greatest difference between CELL and the acoustic-only model (CELL 57% and acoustic-only 13%).

An additional approach to memory based ground language in objects is taken by Steels and Kaplan (2001) who use the Sony AIBO dog robot to learn in the manner of a 12 month old child. Experiments are performed based on the naming of three objects: a red ball, a yellow puppet known as Smiley and a small AIBO type figure called Poo-Chi. In these experiments the level of social mediation is varied, with the aim being that the robot dog grounds language in the visual images.

The robot includes a script consisting of schemas to carry out the classification game. In the first experiment, once the human believes that they have achieved the attention of the robot it was shown the object and the human says its name. The robot repeats the word in order to ensure that it has heard the word correctly and the human confirmed this is the case. By ensuring that the interaction between the robot and the human is tightly coupled, the human mediator assists the learner robot to achieve social learning by offering feedback. A simple interaction between the human mediator and the robot can be seen in Table 4.5.1. The robot associative memory links object views and words. Word learning occurs through reinforcement learning where the human offered positive feedback. The robot classifies the object and then received feedback whether it has correctly identified the object. To perform object classification diverse ‘views’ of the object are stored and the nearest neighbour approach is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human</th>
<th>What is it?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIBO</td>
<td>Poo-chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>No; listen; Smiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIBO</td>
<td>Smiley?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the second experiment to consider the role of interaction in grounding of language in objects, Steels and Kaplan (2001) uses a database of interactions between a human and robot that contains social learning dialogues to train the network. Unsupervised clustering is performed by the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm that identified 8 clusters, but these are not related to those required to learn the words. The clustering relates more to the light conditions and background than the actual objects. The clusters that are associated most to the objects are cluster C3 which relates to Poo-Chi, cluster C2 which relates to the red ball, and cluster C5 which relate to Smiley. This however only achieves a classification rate of 30%

In the final experiment Steels and Kaplan (2001) study the impact of reducing the mediation between the robot and human. The robot moves around freely where there are three objects: Poo-Chi, Ball and Smiley. When the human sees the robot looking at an object they state the name. However, this includes the problem that the human might not know exactly what the robot is looking at and so provides a description for the wrong object. Using a dataset of 150 images (50 for each object) this approach achieved a classification rate of 59%. When considering the errors it is found that there is mainly misclassification between the Poo-chi and Smiley. This research shows the importance of social learning in the process of grounding language in objects, which is incorporated in the ACORNS project through the interaction between the intelligent agent and the caregiver.

Mavridis and Roy (2005) developed a memory based model that is able to ground language in activities known as the grounded situation model. The memory model is located at the centre of a structure that has around it modules related to language, perception and action. The grounded situation model acts as a memory that stores current, present or imagined events and includes a representation of the knowledge that the robot has gained related to itself, the human it interacts with and objects in its environment. Layer 1 includes stochastic representations of characteristics that could be measured using sensors. Layer 2 includes representations of characteristics for use as action controllers. Layer 3 produces discrete categorised representations of characteristics for use in language interactions. The grounded situation model is based around a modular approach. The situation model is used to store and pass on the current state of the grounded situation model. Particular modules are used to recommend changes to the grounded situation model which are passed on by the situation model. The inquiry module allows the grounded situation model to answer simple requests and the rememberer module can recall past experiences to incorporate temporal relationships.

The grounded situation model is tested using the token test, which is a typical language acquisition test for children and as such involves placing objects on a table and given instructions. An instruction can be ‘when I pick up the red tile you move the blue one’. The token test has 5 levels of difficulty of which the grounded situation model is designed to pass the first two. In addition to this it is also able to acquire an understanding of environment that it has only been described not actually seen using its imagination module. By use of a hierarchical object arrangement, three layer property depictions, and a recursive model approach it is felt that the grounded situation model is an approach to allowing robots to acquire the capacity to ground spoken language with the real world.

5 Reinforcement learning

The learning between the caregiver and the ACORNS learning agent is to incorporate a form of reinforcement learning memory, where by the caregiver offers feedback to the learning agent to influence its learned/memorised behaviour. Reinforcement learning is a field of machine
learning where an agent can learn by trial and error to perform an action to achieve a reward or to stop a punishment [Daw and Doya 2006].

5.1 Biological basis of reinforcement learning

In the brain the area that has been most associated with reinforcement learning is the Basal Ganglia [Doya 1999]. The principal input nuclei of the basal ganglia is the striatum which gains inputs from the motor cortex, prefrontal cortex and the intralaminar nuclei. Graybiel (2005) states that there is a great degree of evidence that the basal ganglia is involved in the learning process of selecting the most appropriate action based on the current environment. A fundamental element of basal ganglia research has been that cortico-basal ganglia circuits to achieve sequential learning through a form of learning by trial and error. Using this form of trial and error actors examine their environment and altered their memorised behaviour using reinforcement signals to achieve the optimum given the situation [Graybiel 2005]. Neuroscience support exists that the basal ganglia uses a review-specific approach based on release of dopamine to learn behavioural approaches based on online feedback [Doya and Sejowski 1995].

The principal input nucleus of the basal ganglia is the striatum, which is felt to be linked to motor pathologies, learned habitual and dopamine based learning with activity in this area founded on actions what their impact will be [Daw and Doya 2006]. The basal ganglia is found to have various inhibitory pathways with the striatum receiving inputs from the cerebral cortex. Studies have shown that the basal ganglia is involved in reinforcement type learning and performance of goal-oriented sequential action memorisation [Doya 1999]. By using reward-predicting behaviour of dopamine neurons and the alteration of actions during learning the basal ganglia is able to achieve reinforcement learning. Interest in the basal ganglia as an area of reinforcement learning occurred as a result of the experiments performed by Wilfram Schultz who considered the dopaminergic neurons in primates when learning behavioural activities [Joel et al. 2002, Schultz and Dickinson 2000, Schultz et al. 2000].

Schultz et al. (2000) when considering the processes involved in reward and so reinforcement learning found the areas of the brain associated with reinforcement learning are the orbitofrontal cortex and the basal ganglia, whose neurons have different roles in rewarding actions. Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex are associated with reward-predicting instructions, the period straight before the reward and after the rewards. The neurons in the striatum of the basal ganglia are associated with the expectation or identification of reward, with the performance of an action being related to the receiving of a reward at the end of an action. In experiments with primates, activation of neurons in the striatum are dependent on a liquid reward at the end of the trail, which indicates that the neurons in the striatum are very much dependent on the expectation of the reward associated with actions that create the reward. According to Schultz et al. (2000) dopamine neurons acted like a global reward signal which projects to neurons in the striatum and the frontal cortex. The neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex have a reward link in a selective manner to postsynaptic neurons. In such an approach a teaching role is performed for a restricted number of cells instead of having a global impact. The dopamine, orbitofrontal and striatum neurons respond to predicted rewards. Orbitfrontal and striatam are found to be excited by a predictable reward and dopamine cells inhibited by the omission of a reward. Striatum neuron activation depends on the performance of a movement that is likely to produce a reward. A type of reward process is found where there is activation in the orbitofrontal, striatal and
dopamine neurons before a predicable reward occurred. This is likely to indicate that the primate has an internal representation of the reward it would receive if it performs a specific action. Schultz et al. (2000) in their experiments are able to identify that the expectation of a reward has an impact on task-associated activity of the striatum.

There are two opposing views regarding the association between the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia. The first conventional view is that the prefrontal cortex drives the learning of the basal ganglia [Laubach 2005]. While the second view as stated by Graybiel (2005) is that as well as the dopamine system ‘teaching’ the striatum, the basal ganglia teaches the cortex through a cortico-basal ganglia loop through the straito-pallido-thalammocortical pathways. There is support for the view that the basal ganglia instructs the cortex with Pasupathy and Miller (2005) noting that learning associated changes happen much earlier in the striatum than the cortex. They found for associative learning the striatum has a quicker change in neural activity compared with the slower prefrontal cortex which relates to a slower improvements in behavioural.

Pasupathy and Miller (2005) examined the time course of learning associated alternations in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the striatum. Primates are trained to look at a light for 0.5s and a complicated cue shown at the fixation point. Following a delay of 1s, the fixation point spot is removed and the target is presented in each eye. The primate gets a reward of juice if its eye movement is towards the correct target. The primate is able to determine the appropriate behaviour using trail and error by learning the relationship between the input and the reaction. Once the relationships are learned/memorised by the primate the input-response pairs are reversed and the primate is required to relearn/rememorise the appropriate behaviour to input. The striatum is found to have direction-specific firing almost straight away following the reversal of the input-reaction pairing. However, the prefrontal cortex only gains direction selectivity following 15 trails and so the striatum is responsible for the training of the prefrontal cortex.

5.2 Reinforcement memory learning through the actor-critic memory model

Reinforcement learning alters the behaviour of an agent with the aim being to be able to achieve the level of reward for the conditions faced [Barto, 1995]. It is a powerful approach to produce goal-related sequential learning in a learned manner. A model according to Khamassi et al. (2005) that relates to reinforcement memory learning in the basal ganglia is that of the actor-critic model. Such an approach offers a suitable method for learning in the ACORNS intelligent agent and the interaction between the agent and the caregiver. The actor-critic model comes from the field of incentive learning theory where a reward such as a shot of fruit juice to the primate produces conditioned learning [Dayan and Balleine 2002]. It is one of the most prominent models of the basal ganglia to relate the dopamine neurons behaviour with the temporal difference prediction error signal [Joel et al. 2002]. In this approach the actor network selects the next action based on maximising the weighted sum of rewards in the future by using a network known as the critic. The critic stores the value that indicates the degree that the state assists in getting the actor to the goal. The actor can be seen as the matrix area of the basal ganglia and the critic equates to the striosomes in the dorsal striatum of the basal ganglia. The critic produces a dopamine-like, reinforcement signals that allows it to forecast the reward during the task, and so assists the actor to learn to select appropriate behaviours during the task.
[Khamassiet al 2005]. For Joel et al. (2002) the actor-critic model is able to determine the weighted sum of rewards in the future, by combining the inputs from sensors with the approach of the actor. Hence, the actor-critic memory model development a temporal difference learning rule that associates the reward with the inputs associated with this reward from sensor signals [Khamassi et al. 2005].

5.3 Computational memory models of actor-critic

According to Joel et al. (2002) one of the first actor critic-models of reinforcement learning is that of Houke et al. (1995). In this model Houke et al. (1995) argue that striosomal modules acts as the critic while the matrix function performs as the actor. Striosomal modules comprise of striatal striosomes, subthalamic nucleus, and dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC). In relation to the temporal difference equation the main reinforcement in the temporal difference equation is associated with the main reinforcement to dopamine cells, the prediction of the future reward is associated with the indirect excitatory input for dopamine cells and indirect inhibitory stimulus is related with the prediction at the previous time step at the earlier time step. Houke et al.’s critic fails to include an exact timing approach, but instead depended on a slow and consistent inhibition of dopamine neurons [Joel et al. 2002]. The actor in this model uses matrix modules, which included the striatal matrix, subthalamic nucleus, globus pallidus, thalamus, and frontal cortex and generates signals that produce action or depict plans that require other systems to produce command signals.

A memory model was developed by Weber et al. (2003) to perform robot docking to a table behaviour using an actor-critic reinforcement associator networks approach. The model trains the weights to determine what the visual input is and where it is in the visual field to enable the robot is able to approach the required target and finally, using reinforcement learning it trains the weights to produce the appropriate motor outputs (forward, backward, left or right) to dock with the target. The inputs to the reinforcement network in this docking examples is the perceive state of the robot which differs for each location of the target and the angle of the robot to create a state space representation. The weights from the state space to the critic and the motor units are learned in a reinforcement manner. A reward is provided if the robot successfully docks at the table, otherwise no reward is given if the robot fails to dock as a result of hitting the table for instance. A critic value is allotted to each state, with those states that lead quickly to the goal having a higher critic value by strengthening their connections to the critic unit. The weights to the motor units which have been activated simultaneously are also increased, if the corresponding action produces a better state.

In this memory model by Weber et al. (2003) the actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm is performed in the following steps to train the robot to perform/memorise the docking behaviour.

(a) Determine the target \( \hat{p} \) and the perceived state \( \hat{f} \)
(b) Determine the activation for the critic \( c = \sum_j w_j^c \cdot f_j \)
(c) Determine the probability \( P(m_i = 1) \) that the motor unit i is active
\[ P(m_i = 1) = \frac{e^{2a_i}}{\sum e^{2a'_j}}, \text{ with } a_i = \sum w_{ij}^m \cdot f_j \]

(d) Move the robot based on the motor unit selected

(e) Determine the target \( \tilde{p}' \) and the perceived state \( \mathbf{j}' \)

(f) Determine the activation for the critic \( c' = \sum_j w_{ij}^c \cdot f_j \)

(g) Determine the reward 1 if robot reaches goal, -3 if robot hits table or goes outside visual field; 0 other outcomes

(h) Determine prediction error between \( R \) the reward and \( (c - \gamma c') \) the critic evaluation, \( \delta = R - (c - \gamma c') \)

(i) Update the weights of the critic \( \Delta w_{ij} = \delta \cdot f_j \)

(j) For the only active motor unit \( i \) update weights \( \Delta w_{ij} = \delta \cdot m_i \cdot f_j \)

According to Joel et al. (2002) an additional actor-critic model of reinforcement memory learning is that of Suri and Schultz (1998, 1999) who built on the model by Barto (1995) through an neural model of the actor and updating of the temporal difference algorithm to include the timed depression of dopamine activity when the reward is not provided. The critic learning rule is altered so that only the weight for the stimulus depiction element that relates to the actual stimulus-reward interval is modified. The actor according to Joel et al. (2002) of Suri and Schultz (1998, 1999) model includes a layer of units of which each depicted a particular action. This layer is able to associate input-action-action relations using the prediction error signal of the critic. By using the new version of the critic it is possible for a basic simple actor network is sufficient to solve relatively complex behavioral tasks. Suri et al. (2001) extended the models described in Suri and Schultz (1998, 1999) by developing a model that is bases closer the actor on the basal ganglia-thalamocortical circuitry and incorporates more complicated interaction between the critic and the actor. For Joel et al. (2002) the approach ensures that only one action is chosen by using the connection between the striatum and the basal ganglia output nuclei and at the cortical level and the use of a winner-take-all approach. The critic gains sensory and reward details, as well as gaining details on the planned and actual behaviour to learn input-reward and behaviour-input relations. The model by Suri et al. (2001) can plan in that it has the capacity to produce relations chains and choose actions based on the predictions from these chains [Joel et al. 2002].

A model of the actor-critic model was also developed by Khamassi et al (2005) to control an artificial rat. The actor element of the model is based on the approach devised by Gurney et al (2001a, 2001b) and is made up of a set of parallel channels each one depicting an action. The channels contain two different pathways, the first is the 'selection' pathway for action selection using feedforward approach and the second is the 'control' pathway which is responsible for managing the selection process. A cortex-basal ganglia-thalamus loop in the model enables it to determine the degree that each channel is involved in the selection process. In the memory system of Khamassi et al (2005) the inputs to the actor are strengthens associated with a specific action determined using 12 sensory values, a bias and a persistence level. For every timestep the action that has the greatest strength is performed. The strength associated with action \( i \) is:

\[ \text{Strength}_i(t) = \sum_{j=1}^{13} \text{var}_j(t) \cdot w_{ij}(t) + \text{persist}_i(t) \cdot w_{i14}(t) \]
var_{ij}(t) = 1, \forall t, w_{ij}(t) acts as the synaptic weights for each action i, the related strength with input j. The aim of the learning process is to establish the weights that provide the most effective performance.

Khamassi et al. (2005) uses a model that combines multiple critics, each acting as a single neural unit and responsible for a specific section of the problem space. Two main critic models are considered: the first AMC1 critic model uses a mixture of experts with a network being used to decide which expert to use for which area of the robot environment. The second AMC2 critic model uses a mixture of experts where experts are allocated by hand to one sub-zone from the 30 sub-zones in the environment based on the division of the environment using visual perception information.

In the AMC1 model since the critic uses N experts, each expert k determines its own likely reward at timestep t

\[ p_k(t) = \sum w_{kj}'(t) \cdot var_j(t) \]

\( w_{kj}'(t) \) acts as the synapse weights for the expert k.

The overall forecast by the critic is a weighted sum of all the experts’ forecasts:

\[ p(t) = \sum cred_k(t) \cdot p_k(t) \]

\( cred_k(t) \) is the credibility associated with the expert k at timestep t based on the findings of a gating network.

\[ o_k(t) = \sum w_{kj}'' \cdot var_j(t) \]

\( w_{kj}'' \) acts as synaptic weights for the gating cell k.

The credibility of expert k is then determined based on functions of output \( o_j(t) \):

\[ cred_k(t) = \frac{o_k(t)}{\sum o_j(t)} \]

Every expert for a critic has its own reinforcement signal using its prediction error.

\[ \hat{r}_k = r(t) + gP(t) - P_k(t-1) \]

The weights of every expert k are updated using the following:
\[ w_{k,j}''(t) \leftarrow w_{k,j}''(t-1) + \eta \cdot \hat{r}_j(t) \cdot \text{var}_j(t-1) \cdot h_k(t) \]

where \( h_k(t) \) acts as the element from each expert \( k \) towards the global prediction error of the critic

\[ h_k(t) = \frac{\text{cred}_k(t-1) \cdot \text{corr}_k(t)}{\sum \text{cred}_j(t-1) \cdot \text{corr}_j(t)} \]

\( \text{corr}_k(t) \) is the ‘correctness’ associated with a expert \( k \).

\[ \text{corr}_k(t) = \exp\left(\frac{-\hat{r}_k(t)}{2\sigma^2}\right) \]

\( \sigma \) acts as scaling parameter that is based on mean error of the experts.

The gating network weights are updated based on the following:

\[ w_{k,j}''(t) \leftarrow w_{k,j}''(t-1) + m \cdot \text{diff}(t) \cdot \text{var}_j(t-1) \]

\[ \text{diff}(t) = h_k(t) - \text{cred}_k(t-1) \]

\( m \) acts as learning for the gating network.

Model AMC2 is different from Model AMC1 in terms of how the credibility of the experts is determined. The aim of the AMC2 model is to remove the association of the credibility of the experts from their performance, by allocating a zone to the experts for the period of the study. The experts then learn to improve their performance as the study continues.

5.4 Reinforcement based dialogue systems

In response to the great deal of time and effort required for the hand-crafted development of language dialogue systems there is a movement towards using machine learning techniques and in particular reinforcement memory learning [Prommee et al. 2006]. Reinforcement learning has proved suitable for language dialogue systems where there is a transition from one state to the next. Language dialogue systems require moving from one representation state to the next, which can be achieved successfully through reinforcement memory based learning [Sutton and Barto 1998, Singh et al 2002]. In such reinforcement learning approaches there is a state space, a set of actions, a transition function and a reinforcement reward function. The actor selects a particular action and moves into a new state using a transition probability distribution, based on which it receives a reinforcement reward. Singh et al 2002 uses an approach that combines reinforcement learning with Markov decision processes to produce a memory based dialogue management system. The aim of a dialogue system is to take a set of states and associate them with the appropriate group of actions. Usually in such systems a developer uses expert knowledge to
produce these associations, however by using reinforcement learning it is possible to learn/associate them. This requires the development of a Markov decision process by using a corpus of dialogue interactions to establish a transition probability from one state to another based on a specific action by looking at the frequency of this occurring in the corpus. In the Markov decision process cumulative reward of an action given a state is the Q-value of the following states.

Pommer et al. (2006) have also used the reinforcement based Markov decision process to model a dialogue system based on human interaction with a robot. In this approach user and error models are collected through interactions between the user and a hidden human taking the role of the dialogue system. The user model is based on bigrams where the user’s action is completely reliant on the previous system action. The ASR error model employed is based on prediction probabilities for a group of prediction activities. There is also error models produced for various multimodal features including gesture recognition. The robot acts as an early stage bartender, where the human is required to select an item from a group of items and the robot interacts with the human to establish the object and serve them with the item. The Markov decision process contains eight actions based on the interaction with human subjects. Eight state characteristics are used including information slots such as colour, location and object kind; how many candidates there is; the speech condition; ASR history, conditions for gesture tracking and last system action.

6 Working memory

Working memory according to Courtney et al. (1998) is the keeping of a limited amount of information in memory for a short period of time so it is available for use. Hence, working memory allows the person to maintain an active depiction of the conscious state for a short time period [Courtney et al. 1998]. It is the approached used to keep task specific information during the performance of a cognitive activity [Baddeley and Hitch, 1974, Priti and Miyake 1999].

Working memory is seen as process related and often seen as the 'blackboard' of the mind where the manipulation and storage of task related information occurred [Priti and Miyake 1999]. Although there are many regions of brain associated with working memory the ones that are seen as the most critical are the prefrontal cortex and various multimodal regions [Courtney et al. 1998, Brenchmann et al. 2007]. Brain-imaging studies showed that during a task involving working memory the prefrontal cortex and inferotemporal cortex keep a depiction of the visual input even when it is removed from view [Courtney et al. 1998]. Certain neurons in these regions are found to have a selective response to specific stimuli [Mori and Horiguchi 2004].

6.1 Working memory models

Baddeley (1992) developed a model of working memory which he describes as a system in the brain that temporary stores and manipulate information so that cognitive activities such as language learning and understanding and reasoning can occur. Baddeley (1992) notes in the model that working memory is split into three main subsystems (i) the central executive that performs as an attention-control system; (ii) the visuospatial sketch pad for the manipulation of visual inputs; and (iii) the phonological loop which is used in the storage and rehearsal of speech based knowledge and the acquisition of languages. Baddeley (2003a) notes that the phonological loop includes the articulatory rehearsal procedure and can store a memory trace for a few seconds. The phonological loop has a role in the language acquisition process, which is
supported in the finding that if the phonological loop is disrupted by for instance word length it is not possible for subjects to learn a new language [Papagno et al. 1992]. As can be seen from Figure 6.1.1 the model is extended by Baddeley to include an episodic buffer that stores information from various sources of diverse modalities in the form of an episode [Baddeley 2003b].

An additional model of working memory is that of Cowan (1999) which is known as the embedded processing model of working memory [Mizuno 2005]. This model includes various subcomponents such as the central executive; long-term memory; active memory and attention focus. By using these elements it ensures all the information required for the task is available from one of these four elements. This model is described by Cowan as the 'virtual' short-term memory with the memory being active for up to 10 seconds and attention restricted to four separate items [Mizuno 2005, Cowan 1999, Cowan 2001]. As the focus of attention is limited in size if the information exceeds the memory size earlier items are likely to be removed [Mizuno 2005]. The activated component of the Cowan’s model matches the passive stores in Baddeley model and the focus of attention is similar to the storage capability of the central executive in Baddeley model [Mizuno 2005]. In Cowan’s model retrieval means placing items in the focus of attention, retrieval of information from long-term memory is restricted by the time frame of the task and retrieval from active memory is required has the memory will disappear in approximately 30 seconds [Mizuno 2005].

Figure 6.1.1 Diagram of Baddeley model of working memory model (After Baddeley (2001))
6.2 Computational models of working memory

One neural network approach that acts like a basic working memory model is known as the recurrent network. The simple recurrent network developed by Elman (1990) feeds back the activations in the state/hidden layer for the previous time step. Hence, the hidden layer does not only receive the external input but also this feedback [Bodén 2002]. By the use of a working memory type structure simple recurrent networks are able to create states that incorporate temporal relationships [Bodén 2002]. As can be seen in Figure 6.2.1 units in the previous state layer receives a copy of the activation values from the same unit in the hidden layer. The hidden layer units also receive inputs from units in the previous state layer as well as the external input units. The previous state layer enables the output values of the hidden layer to be kept in a form of short-term memory and then incorporated in the learning process by providing the previous activations of the hidden layer [Garfield and Wermter 2006]. Another type of recurrent network that has been developed is the Jordan recurrent network [Jordan 1986], which unlike the simple recurrent network does not feedback the previous activations of the hidden layer but feeds back the output activations to the hidden layer [Figure 6.2.2].

![Figure 6.2.1 Simple recurrent network](image-url)
Due to capacity for recurrent networks to include working memory-like characteristics such as temporal processing they have been used a great deal for language processing. Garfield and Wermter (2002) use a simple recurrent network to perform operator assistance on a corpus of spoken language to telephone operators in order to position them in the appropriate call classes. The words in the calls are represented using a frequency measure based on the frequency the words appear in the specific call classes. The input to the network is one word at a time, where it receives the frequency value for that word in each class. The network creates a value to indicate the class that the utterance was positioned in. Once the utterance is completed the previous state layer is re-initialised to zero. An utterance is allocated to specific class if at the end of the sequence it has a value greater than 0.5. The simple recurrent network when classifying unseen samples of the utterances into one of seventeen classes is able to achieve a recall rate of 75% and a precision score of 85%. When compared with a feed forward network that did not have a form of working memory the simple recurrent network performed better which indicates that the information included in the memory does aid classification.

Wu et al. (1993) also used recurrent neural networks to incorporate a basic form of working memory when performing the task of classifying the language being spoken. The system was first developed using a feed-forward network but due to the capacity of the simple recurrent network to learn the associations in temporal data a SRN was used. French and English speech is taken from two people one female and one male which produced 100 seconds of speech. A simple recurrent network is used to classify the speech into either French or English. The network has 192 input units, 11 units in the state and the previous state layers and at each time step 400 ms of overlapping speech with each sample being 6.25 seconds of speech introduced using a time window which moved along at intervals of 25ms. To perform classification on the test data for 400ms section a decision is made to whether the speech is English or French from this it is possible to achieve 99.5% accuracy after 41 votes of a sample that is 1.75 seconds long.
An additional model of working memory devised by Omori and Horiguchi (2004) using Hodgkins-Huxley type neurons. Their memory model is made up of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, with some of the excitatory neurons being selective to a stimulus and other being non-selective. The network is fully connected using dynamic synapses [Figure 6.2.3] with 80 excitatory units of which 32 selective and 48 non-selective units; and there are 20 inhibitory units. The model is successful in reproducing the behaviour of working memory by subpopulation units continuing to spike despite the external input being removed and so the maintenance of memory [Omori and Horiguchi 2004]. It also exhibits the behaviour that if a subpopulation is displaying persistent firing behaviour and the external input is enhanced to another subpopulation the persistent firing will either continue or be altered based on the level of the external input and the strength associated with the NDMA synapses.

A model of visual working memory was developed by van der Voort van der Kleij et al. (2003) in the ventral prefrontal cortex which contains a blackboard depiction of all objects in memory in order to bind their features together. When too many objects are in working memory and so are placed on the blackboard they start to interfere with one another. The posterior infero-temporal cortex links to a layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex. The representation in the posterior infero-temporal cortex and a layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex include combined depictions of the location and characteristics of the object. A further layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex links to higher regions to the visual cortex that processes and depicts the location and object features information. These links give feedback, with the lower layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex having a distributed representation of the distinctive features of the object. The lower and the top layers of the ventral prefrontal cortex interact using a feedback-feedforward approach, which produces activations in a third layer where activations are close between the lower and upper layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex.

The blackboard arrangement of the ventral prefrontal cortex is able to produce the binding of object characteristics that occurs in the working memory [van der Voort van der Kleij et al. 2003]. The memory model is developed using a feedforward network that includes regions for the cortex regions of V1, V2, V4, posterior infero-temporal cortex and the anterior infero-temporal cortex and a feedback mechanism that provides the identity of the object. In the visual working memory the activation in the top layer of the ventral prefrontal cortex is a copy of the activation in the posterior infero-temporal cortex. The lower level of the ventral prefrontal cortex is linked to the anterior infero-temporal cortex. These links are similar to those between the anterior inferior cortex and posterior infero-temporal cortex when performing a feedback role. These links are copied from the feedback network, with the depiction in this layer being the same as the representation of the posterior infero-temporal cortex.

O'Reilly and Frank (2006) and Hazy et al. (2006) also devised on computational model of working memory by modelling the prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia interaction and how a working memory model is able to perform sequential activities, in a similar manner to what occurs in the prefrontal cortex basal ganglia interaction to achieve action selection. This model depends on maintaining depictions in the prefrontal cortex which are updated/gated via the basal ganglia. When considering an architecture that models the functionality and interaction between the basal ganglia, prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, working memory is said to develop through these regions interactions including maintaining activity relevant information and fast learning of relations. Six main characteristics of working memory are identified by Hazy et al. (2006) that constrain this working memory model. These six are (i) working memory should
represent and maintain new information as it happens; (ii) information that is required should be maintained despite the collection of other information; (iii) it must be possible to maintain separate representations in working memory; (iv) specific components of working memory are update while others remain unchanged; (v) there should be top-down control of other processes within the brain; (vi) it should be known when best to gate.

A feature of the computational working memory model by Hazy et al. (2006) and O'Reilly and Frank (2006) is that the basal ganglia provides a gating approach to aid the maintenance of activation in the prefrontal cortex. Through a set of loops the basal ganglia and frontal cortex are linked, with neurons in the dorsal stratum causing the removal of inhibition on the frontal cortex to create gating like behaviour and so causing the prefrontal cortex to update the working memory depictions. The 'NoGo' neurons of dorsal striatum in the model through an indirect pathway countered this by inhibiting of the globus pallidus, external segment. The basal ganglia model determines if the information in working memory is relevant and so should be updated by use of a reinforcement learning actor-critic approach. The basal ganglia is able to learn the relevant from the irrelevant working memory as a result of feedback coming from dopamine neurons. O'Reilly and Frank (2006) through their working memory model forecast that the information that is updated at different time intervals in the working memory activity is depicted in diverse locations in the prefrontal cortex.

Figure 6.2.3 The working memory model after Omori and Horiguchi (2004). Solid lines are excitatory connections, dotted lines inhibitory connections.
The working memory model by O'Reilly and Frank (2006) was developed as a multitask model, with an input/output layer at the top of model, an hidden layer based on the posterior cortex, the prefrontal cortex in the centre and the bottom the basal ganglia that learns and gates the prefrontal cortex. The primary value learned approach uses two learning approaches which are a simple delta-rule or Rescorla-Wagner approach. Single or multiple inputs are introduced into strips in the Stimuli_In layer with the task instructions at the Task_Instruct and store/ignore/recall layers. Based on these inputs, plus context provided by prefrontal cortex input, the Hidden layer established the appropriate verbal or non-verbal output. The model has sections depicting the subcomponent of the prefrontal cortex and Matrix (striatal matrisomes) layers, and the elements of the substantia nigra pars compacta and SNrThal layers.

According to Hazy et al. 2006 in the multitask model through the store/ignore/recall it is possible to give explicit working memory update signals. The task instruction and store/ignore/recall input has hidden layers which allow them to create a depiction of the task requirements. These hidden layers with the perceptual input linked to a central hidden layer which is the posterior association cortex, which links with the output layers. The prefrontal cortex and the basal ganglia are linked to the high-level processing areas. To examine working memory O’Reilly and Frank (2006) modelled the 1-2-AX task, in which a subject after seeing a ‘1’ must determine the consecutive letters ‘A-X’, but after seeing a ‘2’ must determine the sequence ‘B-Y’. The numbers ‘1’, ‘2’ are remembered for a greater time in an ‘outer’ loop. An ‘inner’ loop determines the required letter sequence within a short time. A third loop produced the motor output. It is noted that while the basal ganglia is only able to resolve these loops, the cortex is able to learn the contents within the loops. The model PFC stored them in ‘stripes’ with entries in a stripe being active using a winner-take-all approach.

7 Episodic memory

There are various types of memory. The two types of long-term that are usually distinguished are semantic and episodic memory. Semantic memory is information related to components of the environment such as objects, notions and concepts. Here, the location where this information is gained is not important [Hayes et al. 2004]. A fundamental element of the memory architecture for the ACORNS project is episodic memory. According to Rolls et al. (2002) episodic memory is the recollection of a particular event association with an occurrence. The event is something that occurs at a specific time and can have associated with it both spatial and non-spatial memories. Episodic memory replies on memorising events and situations based on who did what to whom and where this happened and can involve multiple objects, people etc. in a specific situation [Shastri 2001]. Episodic memory is associated with events like passing your driving test or moving to new house and so is an event that is typically associated with a spatial and temporal situation [Hayes et al. 2004]. From neuroscience studies the frontal and medial temporal areas are found to have a role in representing and retrieving episodic memory and the hippocampal system in representing and encoding the spatial-location memories [Hayes et al. 2004].
7.1 Biological basis of episodic memory

A study performed by Hayes et al. (2004) examines the regions of brains involved in episodic memory by showing subjects a video of the inside of various houses during which the objects and their location were highlighted. During fMRI scanning the subjects are shown pictures and asked questions such as 'which object did you observe', 'which scene did you observe', 'which object appeared first', 'which scene appeared first'. This study was able to show that when retrieving episodic memory activation is observed in the medial temporal, frontal, fusiform, and parietal areas. Certain regions are associated with object, spatial and temporal memories, while other concentrated on contextual memories and others location memories. For Hayes et al. (2004) the right parahippocampal gyrus is involved in the retrieval of location memories, location and temporal information is associated with the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and visual scene information related to the bilateral posterior parietal areas. Norman et al. (2006) notes that the research into episodic memory has focused on three brain regions: the hippocampus for retrieving information related to previous events, perirhinal cortex to determine familiar items; and the prefrontal cortex for memory targeting.

7.2 Computational models of episodic memory

A popular memory model of the form episodic memory takes is the complementary learning model [Norman et al. 2006, Norman and O'Reilly 2003]. The basis of this model is that the neocortex is used to create an internal memory of the environment that is adapted, learned incrementally and uses an overlapping representation for similar pattern. In contrast the hippocampus is able to learn quickly memory activations from the neocortex that can be retrieved quickly and as clearly distinct representations for all patterns. In the model according to Norman et al. (2006) episodic memory is achieved through the hippocampus retrieving specific details from memory and the neocortex assisting recognition by the use of a scalar familiarity level.

Norman and O'Reilly (2003) took the complementary learning model and developed it as a hippocampus and computational neocortex-episodic memory model. Learning in this model is achieved by using a Hebbian rule known as instar learning. Items to be memorised by the hippocampus and the neocortex are depicted using excitatory activations of units in the network, which are passed by excitatory synapses and controlled by inhibitory feedback. In Norman and O'Reilly (2003) the hippocampus model connects the input representation in the Entorhinal cortex with a group of units in the CA3 [see Figure 7.2.1]. The dentate gyrus is used to achieve feature extraction in the CA3. Through the use of recurrent connections it is possible to connection all units that are in CA3 that are used to represent an input from the Entorhinal cortex. The activation patterns produced by CA3 are feedback to the Entorhinal cortex via CA1. The network's connections and learning approaches allows it to retrieve full input patterns from the Entorhinal cortex using cues. According to Norman (2006) this model represented the two layers of the Entorhinal cortex as separate regions, one passes the input into the hippocampus and the other receives the output from the hippocampus. By combining these hippocampus and neocortex models Norman and O'Reilly (2003) are able to recreate some of the findings in neuroscience experiments related to list learning.
Although the hippocampus model is widely accepted, the neocortical model has been questioned [Norman et al. 2006]. One criticism of this model by Bogacz and Brown (2003) is it lack of memory storage capability. As a response to this problem Bogacz and Brown (2003) developed their own memory model of perirhinal familiarity determination. Although for the complementary learning model of Norman and O’Reilly (2003) relies on Hebbian feature extraction to achieve familiarity discrimination Bogacz and Brown model is based on an anti-Hebbian model. This model holds that neurons that perform familiarity determination use an anti-Hebbian approach that weakens the weights from active pre-synaptic to post-synaptic units and strengthens this link for non-active units. The main gain from using such an anti-Hebbian approach is that memory network is able to detect novel features in a pattern.

According to Shastri (2001), episodic memory must fulfill certain criteria. For instance, the memory trace of episodic memory should ensure they represent the link between those involved in the event and what they do in this event. The memory trace should allow the differentiation between the memory and similar situations that are very close. Further, the episodic memory trace should allow the retrieval of particular elements of the event. According to Shastri (2001) if the memory trace is to fulfill these criteria there is a need for it to include functional elements that offer binding determination, binding-error determination, binding-error combination, association-instance-match-identifiers and binding-reinstators.

![Image of hippocampus network of the complementary learning memory model](image-url)

Figure 7.2.1 Representation hippocampus network of the complementary learning memory model. (From Norman and O’Reilly 2003)
Shastri (2001) developed a hippocampus based computational memory model that shows a transient activation pattern depicting an event can produce the appropriate functional units from long term potentiation. The model takes a stream of events which produce a representation of activations on the higher cortical regions, which project onto the Enorhinal cortex that produces a future representation of the activations. The activations in the Enorhinal cortex are passed in a loop through the dentate gyrus, CA3, CA2, CA1, subicular complex and return to the Enorhinal cortex to produce specific synapse alterations. These synapse alterations can take a transient activation pattern and create a memory trace that includes the required functional elements for episodic memory. The association between the functional elements making up a memory trace and the units of the hippocampus system are as follows: Neurons link the high-level cortical circuits depiction of entities, generic relational architectures and their function to the hippocampus system; binding-detector neurons in dentate gyrus; Binding-error-detector systems in CA3; binding-error-integrator neurons in CA2; relational-match-indicator systems in CA1 for identifying a match between a cue and the recalled event using the activity of the above neurons and systems; and binding-reinstator neurons in subicular complex.

Besides the biologically motivated models of episodic memory considered above, there are also more abstract models [Norman et al. 2006]. One such abstract memory model is known as MINERVA 2 and was developed by Hintzman (1988). In this model memory traces are placed in a store and are compared with the cue to determine the level of match between the cue and the trace. For MINERVA 2 a trace is depicted as a string of features, with 1 representing the feature is present, -1 it is missing and 0 the feature is not known. Similarity is determined using as the cue-trace dot product, divided by the number of characteristics included in the dot product:

$$s_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} P_j T_{ij}}{N_i}$$

$s_i$ acts as the similarity value, $P_j$ acts as the value of characteristic $j$ in the cue, $T_{ij}$ acted as the value of characteristic $j$ in trace $i$, $N$ is the number of characteristics, and $N_i$ is the number of characteristics where the cue or trace are not zero.

In this model once the similarity score is determined for each trace they are cubed to develop an activation level $A_i$ for each of the traces. Once this is done the activations are added together for all the traces to create echo intensity.

$$I = \sum_{i=1}^{m} A_i$$

The MINERVA 2 model is used by Maier and Moore (2005) on an automated speech recognition activity. The model is tested on the Peterson and Barney set which are readings for the first three formats and for the fundamental frequency from a group of vowel from 87 subjects. To accommodate the input frequency features the representation approach is extended to incorporate numerical values. The data from the set included in the feature vectors is the fundamental frequency, phoneme classes, gender and affiliation. In the recognition task Maier and Moore (2005) establish that the MINERVA 2 is able to outperform classification approaches.
such as Gaussian mixture models, K-nearest neighbour and support vector machines. According to Maier and Moore (2005) an interesting characteristic of MINERVA 2 is that feature vector include input and output information to incorporate context-associated characteristics to achieve episodic memory.

Another type of episodic memory models that has been developed is known as strategic memory search, which rather than having a cue requires the creation of your own cues. An example of this by Norman et al. (2006) is when a subject is not able to find their keys and so try and remember what they were doing earlier in the day. Various approaches to strategic memory search have been devised of which one is the free recall approach where individuals are required to memorise a word list and then recite it in any order. A model that is used to explain how people regain memory from a specific temporal context is the temporal context model. In this model the inner state of the person changes slightly over time. To achieve this according to Norman et al. (2006) Mensink and Raaijmakers (1988) use a binary context vector whose elements are updated at each time step, with the greater the probability of being updated the faster the change. In the memorising stage items are related to the context vector, while the reciting procedure is started by cuing the present values of the context vector which causes the regaining of item that are related to the contextual elements in the memorising stage. The temporal context models is different from contextual-drift models such as that of Mensink and Raaijmakers (1998) in that for the temporal context model’s context drift occurs based on the characteristics of the item being memorised rather than occurring randomly.

8 ACORNS Memory architecture

As can be seen from Figure 8.1, which represents the preliminary memory model developed for the ACORNS projects we have incorporated the different features of memory models examined above. Central to the overall architecture is the memory-prediction framework of Hawkins and Blakeslee (2004), which will provide a form of hierarchical learning that matches neocortical region through an autoassociator network. The ACORNS memory architecture will include reinforcement memory learning based the responses from caregivers, which will be of the form of an actor-critic model. By using a reinforcement learning approach it will be possible to incorporate a predictive model to the language recognition and production. The ACORNS memory architecture will also include sensor/motor memory that offers the opportunity to ground spoken language using associator network including characteristics and evidence on how the brain performs. The memory model will combine a model of long-term memory in particular episodic memory with a representation of working memory. To some extent these two forms of memory will also take their inspiration from the biological system. For instance the episodic memory binds multimodal inputs to achieve an associator network that is able to take a memory fragment (a section of the input) and from this recreate the full memory. In the first instance, working memory is likely to take the form of recurrent feedback from previous states, as is typically found in simple recurrent networks. This will be built upon to offer a model of working memory that is closer to the suggestion of Baddeley (1992) by combining modules that act as the central executive, phonological loop, episodic buffer and visuospatial sketchpad. As seen in this study attention is fundamental if the system is not to be overloaded by too much stimuli, with it likely in our model that there will be a form of salience maps similar to the approach of Kayser et al. (2005) and form the basis of one of the roles played by the central executive in working memory model.
Figure 8.1 Preliminary memory model for ACORNS project
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